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The London Eye



“We were just coming down on the the London Eye. James 

and I decided to take this time lapse of the River Thames. 

It was really cool to see the people walking by as we were 

on the top. They looked like they were ants. We also saw 

Big Ben and Parliament. I would definitely do it again. It 

was amazing!” 

 - Jack Birney and James Boyd

The River Thames



Poem 

When we when to the London Tower, we saw the Crown Jewels

Cullinan II is the biggest diamond ever seen by either me or you

In the torture museum there was a device that hung people from the wall

Another one crunched them into a ball

21-gun salute was 7 sets of 3 to honor the king of Spain for all to see

The ravens always stand tall but if they leave London will fall

The white tower holds armor of prince’s and kings but they pull out crowns for their big flings

Anne Boleyn was beheaded in the bloody tower after Elizabeth I’s baby shower

The London Tower used to be a zoo, but you better watch out because you might step in poo

 - Dara Bage and Abi Austin

The Tower of London



Original Artiwork and Reflection

During our visit to the Tower of London we saw 
amazing architecture and culture from the Eng-
lish history. We also learned that in the tower 
Anne Boleyn, the second wife of Henry VIII, was 
executed because of being a traitor. We saw the 
jewels of the crown. It was very interesting how 
these objects were design, and how they were 
preserved.  We had an incredible time and we 
are really thankful to ISCA for bringing us these 
amazing opportunities.

Andrea Badillo (Drawing) 

Maria del Carmen Barrientos (Reflection)

 
The Crown Jewels

“Today we visited The London Tower. We went around 3pm and as a group we were most excited for the 
jewelry used by the royalty in the past. Pictures were not allowed because they could damage the jewelry.  
The piece we were more impressed by was the crown worn by Queen Victoria in 1838. Even though it was 
very small, it is priceless. 

We also got to see a small video from Elizabeth II’s coronation. We can’t imagine how hard it was to have 
become a Queen at the age of 25!

We loved the Tower of London and hope we go back soon!” 

- Jimena Becerra Wadsworth, Miranda Baltuliones, and Renzo Acervo

The Tower of London Cont’d



“My favourite thing about today’s tour around Winchester was the Winchester Cathedral. I loved its architec-
ture, both the Norman and Perpendicular style. Inside, there were the original four volumes of the Winchester 
Bible which was written all by one monk and finished after 5-6 years of work. There was also a great place of 
shopping where I had a lot of fun with my friends. Finally, walking the streets in the rain was exciting, and the 
landscape through which we were going was very beautiful.”

- Miguel Artunez Vega     

       

“I really liked the Cathedral. It was something new for me because I have never been in England before and the 
Cathedral at Winchester is really different from the cathedrals in Peru.  I really enjoy when I get to know a new 
place, so it was really fun for me.”

- Antonio Acosta

“On my trip to Winchester, what amazed me the most was Jane Austen’s house, where she spent her last years 
before dying. It is a big, yellow house that has a blue sign with an inscription about Jane Austen. In front, there 
is a beautiful park, and there is a small wall with one of Jane Austen’s quotes. In front of Winchester Cathedral, 
there was also a bench with some quotes about Jane Austen. This is what made sparked my interest, as I saw 
these things before her house.  I love reading, and Jane Austen is an awesome writer. I’ve always wanted to 
know about her, and now my dream has finally come true.”

- Camila Aragon

“Today’s visit was great. I went to the Cathedral at Winchester, and when I heard about it, I just thought “It will 
be just a like a church,” but when I entered, I saw a kind of big palace with a lot of paintings. I couldn’t believe 
I was there because it was so beautiful. I felt like if I was in a museum because there was so much information 
about the Cathedral and its story.”

- Rodrigo Añasco

“So far, I have learned many new things on my trip from Atlanta to London. In Winchester, one thing that stood 
out to be the most was the Cathedral because of the perpendicular lines and all of the beautiful features and 
people that I learned about. I also loved learning about Jane Austen the most because she wrote so many won-
derful books. It was an exciting day.”

- Lola Akintobi

“One of the most impressive things I saw in Winchester was its beautiful cathedral. It is impressive and unbe-
lievable how they built the cathedral's architecture by hand, because of how innovative and unique they are. 
Winchester's Cathedral is a place where you can both have a lot of fun and have a look at the stunning archi-
tecture style and learn the history behind it.”

- César Amanzo

Winchester





“Today I went to Arundel Castle, it was pretty nice and sophisticated, I enjoyed the paintings, the back-
ground, the gardens and stained glass windows. In the rose garden I took lots of pictures, that turn out 
really good. In conclusion it’s a really nice place to visit, and to take beautiful pictures.” 

- Alexandra Carillo

“Our positive opinion about this castle are the great variety of plants present in the garden and the differ-
ent fountains in some parts of the garden. 

Also, we think positively about the inside of the castle were the weapons like bayonets, crossbows, swords, 
etc., the paintings because of their quality. Furthermore, the animal heads were pretty awesome and rare 
and finally, the scale of the rooms were pretty impressive and everything was perfectly organized.

On the other hand, some things we would improve would be having more amount of clothes like t-shirts, 
as this last longer that other souvenirs and give you a great memory from when you were in the castle. 
And finally, we would open the castle doors at the same time as the gardens, so that people don’t need to 
wait to go inside the castle.

To conclude, we enjoyed a lot of the castle and we encourage people to go visit it due that, in overall, it is 
awesome in all parts of the place.”

- W. Rollins Chapman and Tomas Capon Filas

“Today we visited Arundel Castle and the HMS victory ship. My favorite was the Arundel Castle and it has 
been my favorite attraction we have visited so far. It was really cool to see the real-life version of my fa-
vorite Disney movie, “Frozen”. There were garden is full of colorful flowers (most of which I had never seen 
before) that seemed to go on for miles. There was an amazing view of the Chapel from the garden with a 
gothic vibe to it. After visiting the Chapel we visited the huge Castle. I had never seen anything like it! It is 
crazy to think that people still live there to this day! There were life sized paintings everywhere and strap 
spiraling stair cases. Everywhere you looked there was something new that blew you away. I would love to 
come back and visit it sometime with my family to show them this awesome place!”

- Marianna Converse

“We learned a few interesting things about Arundel Castle today!  It was founded in 1068 by the Earl of 
Arundel.  The castle has been the seat of the Duke of Norfolk for over 850 years. 

We also learned that the The Duke of Norfolk (1554-1572) was because he betrayed Queen Elizabeth I 
after plotting to marry Mary Queen of Scots.

During the English Civil war (1642-1651) the castle was besieged twice. First by the Royalist and then by 
Oliver Cromwell’s Parliamentarian force under William Waller. As a result of the gunfire the castle is badly 
damaged and you can still see the effects to this day!!” 

- Adrian Castillo and Andre Canturini

Arundel Castle





“Today something amazing happened, as my journey through England continued, the opportunity came so I saw with my own eyes 
the world famous HMS Victory.
The very ship in which captain Nelson defeated the Napoleonic fleet back on 1805. The battle of Trafalgar, on the coast of Spain, 
was the last and most famous battle of Captain Nelson. The HMS Victory, nowadays on Portsmouth, was one of the ships that 
fought that battle.  Nelson died on a spot in the highest deck in which now there is a plaque in honour of him. This was an amazing 
experience which I will never forget.”

- David Chavez

 A look through the HMS Victory 

“During the French Revolution the HMS was one of the ships that battled in the revolutionary war. The active captain of the fleet 
was Captain Nelson. On the HMS Victory the crew ate 5,000 calories per day. On the ship there were 104 cannons and they took 90 
seconds to reload and fire. The beds the crew slept in doubles as coffin for the dead. After the British won the battle, Captain Nelson 
fell down dead. The crew wanted him to get back to port so they put him in a barrel of brandy. For his funeral his enemy Napoleón 
attend his funeral. Napoleón honored him so much that he had a statue of him in his household. Overall this trip to the HMS Vic-
tory was very interesting.”

- Sarah Collinsworth, Sabrina Chavez, Lucy Cheney, Izzy Cobb, Laurel Carter, Rodrigo Cueva Bellido, and Viviana Chung

HMS Victory



“Today we went to the Houses of Parliament. Some people found the outside interesting, like Belen and Gabriela. It was 
interesting learning that there are three different aspects to in parliament: the Monarchy, the House of Commons and 
the House of Lords. It was interesting to see the architecture of Victorian times and see how detailed and peculiar it was. 
Also to know some parts were older than others by almost 900 years!!! We all agree the throne was the best part of the 
trip.”

- Gabriela Cordova, Oscar Cumpa, James Dantin, Claudia Davila, and Belen De Lambarri Vidaurrazaga

Houses of Parliament



Covent Garden
“Today we went to Covent garden for the first time!  There were many different street performances by a 
great variety of artists (it was raining for a while).  We learned how to manage money and to follow in-
structions. There were not different signs or slangs. Covent garden was full of stores and different smells 
because of the variety of food. We could observe different colors from the different products that the 
stores offer. We discovered that some people see the gardens as a way to make money by showing their 
skills, for example playing the guitar or the men who were painted and were acting as mannequins and 
moving as robots. Overall, it was a really interesting place.”

- Belen Diaz, Rodrigo Diaz, Jose Miguel Diaz, Ramiro Dias, Santiago Del Toral, Ivanna Duenas, 

Abril Echave, and Tomas Elliot



Stratford-upon-Avon
“Visiting Stratford-upon-Avon was an unforgettable experience! We 
all learned so much about the history of Shakespeare and got a look 
into the life of an actor today and back in Shakespearean times. 
During the day, while enjoying the amazing weather, we saw monu-
ments including the Holy Trinity Church, the grave of Shakespeare, 
Shakespeare’s birthplace, the New Place where he lived in his last 
days, the grammar school where he was taught in his early life and 
a backstage glance into today’s theatrical arts from the Royal Shake-
speare Company. It was interesting to learn about the language of 
Shakespeare and the impact of his legacy even after his death. In 
conclusion, this visit enriched our knowledge, and allowed each of us 
to insightfully explore one of history’s greatest, figures. For example, 
the differences between a Shakespearian theater and a modern the-
ater. The one not of an age, but for all time, William Shakespeare.”

- Jackson Fox, Riley Freeman, Stephanie Fanuele Cunha, Cata-
rina Fadul Motta, Mora Fredriks, Catalina Frigerio Ceballos, Salvador Espinoza, and Eduardo 

Freire Fakiani



“The experience we had at Westminster Abbey was breathtaking! Everything there was something an-
cient, it was like walking through history.  As we walked through the Abbey, we passed by graves and me-

morials for important people in British history. These 
graves included Elizabeth I, and an Unknown Warrior 
that had fought in The Great War. Some of us were 
a little bored during the walkthrough, while others 
were extremely interested in the history the Abbey has 
collected over the years. It was an amazing experience 
because we have learned about English history! We 
learned about poets, royalty and other important fig-
ures. The architecture in and outside of the Abbey was 
outstanding. It was hard to believe it was all made by 
hand, over 900 years ago.”

- Luciana Gutierrez, Antoinette Gallet, Mauricio 
Gomero, Gianfranco Garcia , Quinn Hedges, 

Jackson Gring , and  Grayson Hannah

“Today we visited Westminster Abbey and Warners Brothers studios. My favorite part of the day was 
visiting Westminster Abbey although I greatly enjoyed experiencing the studio as well.  Though that was 
interesting the cathedral was quite interesting also. It was both beautiful, intricate, and detailed. Plus, 
they were some really famous people buried within the building.  For instance Charles Darwin, Isaac 
Newton, and Mary and Elizabeth are all buried there. The stained glass windows were stunning with all 
the beautiful designs and colors! My only regret was not being able to take any pictures, but still I would 
definitely like to visit again in the future.”

- Ashley Harley 

Westminster Abbey



“On the way to Harry Potter studios, coach one and three were late because of traffic so we all had to 
rebel against the rules by eating on the bus. It was cool and different to be eating on the bus because it 
got everyone pumped. 

The outside of the two buildings of the Harry Potter Studios looked a lot like the buildings of a movie 
studio. In front of the studios there were three magic chess pieces from the movie. 

As soon as we stepped in the studio all our dreams of this incredible wizardry dream land were broken, 
I personally already knew that each scene was only filmed on the 
place that was seen by the audience I still. Hated it because when I 
was watching the movies I wasn't thinking of that so I did imagine 
that beautiful dream land.

Have you ever imagine being inside a Harry Potter movie? Well now 
you can experience the fear, excitement and blood-tingling of the 
Forbidden Forest. I felt thrilled to be surrounded by spiders and 
bats that covered the forbidden Forest into a dark atmosphere.

One thing that was very interesting were the different ways that 
production could transform things like simple machines or silicone 
masks into what we see in movies as magical actions and supernat-
ural creatures. It was very eye opening to see which special effects 
were used to create iconic scenes, such as the quidditch matches, 
and our favourite characters, like Dobby the elf or Buckbeak the 
Hippogriff.

For the special effects they used differents types of machines and some kind of special green walls that 
someone with a computer can create the special effects like the car that flies in the movie and etc. They 
used excellent special sounds that make you feel that all is real and it was exciting.

It was so amazing how they really made the quidditch games. They use green boxes with a broom with 
seats and the characters sit on those seats and the rest was created by a computer!  You also had the 

opportunity of sitting on one of those seats and taking a picture.

The great part of the props were only pieces of buildings which 
didn’t have anything inside, so they obviously created the inside 
parts in different sets. And finally, the seats on the train were just a 
wall with seats by a window and a green square.  This green square 
allowed them to create the landscape.  

The last part of the tour was the model of Hogwarts. You would 
think the model of Hogwarts would be able to fit in a small box. 
Instead it was huge and was almost as big as a house!!”

-Morgan kesterson,  Matilda Killmeate, Sterling Hunt, Brunella 
Jarsrosky, Robert Joseph, 

Christian Isles, Nicanor Ibarcena, and Victor Ingol

Harry Potter Studios



“On the 20th of July we had an early start to go to the city of 
Bath. The day wasn’t so hot at the start, but once we got there the 
sun started shining. We first visited the Royal Crescent, houses 
designed in a semi-circle by architect John Wood. There were 
30 houses in the complex. Then we followed a short walk to the 
Roman Baths. The Roman baths were built in 60-70 AD by the 
Roman Empire at the British Isles. The place included the sanitary 
system of the Roman Baths and told the story of the Romans 
and their culture. In the museum we could see models of how it 
looked like in ancient days. You could have seen Minerva’s Temple 
(a shrine built by Celts and then transformed into a Roman Bath). 
We learnt about the Caldarium, Tepidarium and the Frigidarium. 
After we visited all of the places we got some free time to shop 
and explore the city of Bath. The city was well designed, had  

green space and was incredibly beautiful. The experience was wonderful and we have learnt a lot 
about the history of England and we liked that we could see the mechanical system of the Baths.”

- Lorenzo Altobelli, Abby Kueter, David Kim, and Cade LaGrassa

“On Thursday the 20th, we visited the city of Bath. When 
we drove into Bath we could see the royal crescent from 
the coaches.  We went to the beautiful ancient site, where 
we saw the Bath Abbey outside of the building. When 
we got to the Roman Baths we saw the baths, but it was 
nothing like we expected because the water hasn't been 
treated, therefore it was dirty. For the tour we used head-
phones provided to us when we walked in, instead of a 
guide. The digital guides showed us the history and the 
way the Roman Baths were used.  As you walked through 
the museum there were models about how it looked back 
in 1800’s, such as:

Minerva’s Temple

The Great Bath

When we exited the baths, we toured the city, to see The 
Circus and the Royal Crescent. After we saw those two 
monuments we got to go shopping  around the Pulteney 
Bridge, it is one of the only four bridges in the world that has shops on it. Overall we enjoyed the city 
and the Roman Baths.”

- Alexandra Lobaton, Katie Kraus, Kelly Killoren,Daira Landeo, and Cristina Lam, 

Bath



“The stones were bigger than we expected, and we learned that they were created around 2500 BC. 
There was a lot of nature around it, and it was in the middle of Salisbury Plain, which had lots of sheep 
near it. When we arrived, there was an amazing view of the sky and the plains. Nobody knows exactly 
who or how Stonehenge was created, since the stones can weigh up to 30 tons. Some people believe 
that it was made by aliens!  A new theory is that it was a burial ground for important people, who may 
have been transported from many miles away to be buried there. We thought it was very interesting 
and meaningful, because it is one of the ancient seven wonders of the world. Many people consider it a 
very religious place. Overall, it was a new lifetime experience, from which we learned a lot.”

- Paula Maqueira, Iris Love, Benjamín Marticore, Marcelo Martínez, Fabiana López, and 

Paula Martín.

Stonehenge



The Globe Theatre
“Today we went to the Globe Theatre, which is a replica of the original 
Globe that William Shakespeare performed in many years ago. The 
experience at the Globe was fascinating and brought the theatre to 
life. On the bus ride we saw the beautiful countryside of London. We 
were very lucky with the weather, as it did not rain, it was a sunny and 
beautiful day. We learned interesting facts about the Theatre while we 
were there. For example, the higher class sat at the top of the theatre to 
stay as far away as possible from the lower class standing down at the 
bottom of the theatre. It was a great day today, and we were extremely 
privileged to have the pleasure of visiting the Globe.”  

- Joao Medrado, Tammy Miyagi , Ellie Mitsch, Rodrigo Medina, Wil-
liam McManus, and  

Braulio Matos



St. Paul’s Cathedral
“Going to the Cathedral was an amazing and exhausting 
experience. We arrived in the afternoon and we were able to 
climb to the top of it and we got a wonderful view of London. 
The weather was windy and sunny at the same time.  An 
interesting fact about the cathedral is that many heroes were 
buried there like Nelson and Duke Arthur of Wellington. The 
cathedral was huge, the ceilings had beautiful drawings and 
details everywhere which caught everyone’s attention. Once 
we got to the top the view was shocking. Going around we 
were able to see all the city from different angles and famous 
buildings all from the same place. Actually, the trip to the top 
was tiring since it was over 500 steps up and narrow stairs 
that made us work out, but it is totally worth it. The whole 
cathedral was full of elaborate paintings and statues with 
shiny gold and valuable materials and they were elegant with 
marble. We learned that this cathedral is not the original one, 
the first was designed by Christopher Wren in 1675 and was burned in a fire in 1666.”

- Franco Nasello, Maria Claudia Mosquera, Chiara Molinari, Sergio Moreno, Nicolle Mont,  
Valentino Mosca, and Alexa Montiel.



London Walks
“Today, we went on an interesting walk through London, the biggest city in the U.K. We saw stat-
ues of lions, heroes of England, and a sculpture of a giant thumb.

We also visited Parliament, Trafalgar Square, Buckingham Palace, and we walked on top of 
the Churchill War Rooms.  This is an underground room used by Winston Churchill during the 
Second World War.

 We also witnessed the official Changing of the Guards, along with seeing the Parade Field of the 
Horse Guards.

The weather stayed relatively clear during our visit, with the exception of some cold winds and 
clouds that warned us that it would rain.

In conclusion, although the weather was rough at times, the views were breathtaking, the statues 
beautiful, and the palaces amazing. This experience definitely enriched our general knowledge 
about England’s modern day and past cultural preferences.

- Gavin Orth, Flavia Nunez and Andrea Palomino



Hampton Court
“Our experience in Hampton Court Palace was great because all of us are from countries that do 
not have similar old architecture and gardens.  Seeing these things was very interesting and it was 
also a nice experience.   
The weather was very weird because at moments it rained and at other times it was sunny.  We 
learned that there is a ghost in one of the rooms named Catherine.  She is one of the wives of Henry 
VIII.   
There were a lot of drawings in every room. The views 
of the palace were very nice, colourful and very pretty.  
The outside of the palace are used as parks and the 
gardens were beautiful.” 

- Bautista Peracca, Micaela Pantoja, Carolina 
Plenge, Karla Pedroza, and Leonardo Gutierrez.



Canterbury
“Today we went to Canterbury. When we 
arrived it was rainy and windy. When we 
were on the bus the city was modern, but 
still had an old look. 

Some of the fun facts we learned were that 
if you were red-headed, if you had green 
eyes, or were left handed, you were taken 
to Canterbury to be dunked under water 
for 15 minutes.  If you survived you were a 
witch, and if you died your family was sent 
a little of apology.  

Our surroundings were old, but had ac-
tual restaurants, shops and other public 
places.” 

- Paula Ramos Silva,  Ivan Claudio Pre-
polec Tuesta, Jorge Sebastian Rodriguez 

Alatrista, and Cassidy Leighann Rich-
ardson



Blenheim Palace
“Alongside Arundel Castle, Blenheim Palace has been the most 
striking and breathtaking piece of architecture I’ve witnessed 
during my almost three week stay in England. As an artist myself, 
the high ceilings and endless details inside and outside the 
palace were the aspects that captured my attention the most. 
Walking through the hallways and appreciating the harmony 
between the marble statues and the golden ornaments over the 
walls, objects and even the ceiling itself was an unforgettable 
experience that should not be minimized in any way. The smooth 
combination of colours (pastel pink, pale blue, rose gold, golden, 
etc) that switched slightly as we advanced through the rooms 
was perfectly fitting to the atmosphere that every palace has, 
and made more than one of my friends sigh and go “I wish I was 
part of the royal family.” 

- Adriana Torres

“Today we went to Blenheim Palace, home of the Duke of Marlborough and birthplace of 
Winston Churchill. It was cold and wet because of the rain, but it was still fun and interest-
ing. In particular we liked the gardens and the library. We went to the maze in the garden, it 
was hard but we made it out. The library was filled with a great variety of books. The palace 
was near a river, and there was a waterfall in the garden. We learned a lot about Winston 
Churchill and his personal life, such as where he proposed to his wife. The bus ride was very 

pretty because we drove through the British countryside. 
We had an amazing day at Blenheim Palace!”

Larissa Taurer, Micaela Tello, Estefania Szmidt, and 
Lauren Thacker



Oxford
“Our experience at Oxford was interesting. It was very fast paced and busy. There was so 
much to see in so little time. It was amazing to learn about all of the old colleges and nearby 
buildings. Some fun facts that we learned were that the students live in the colleges and learn 
elsewhere.  We also learned that C.S. Lewis may have gotten inspiration for The Lion, The 
Witch, and The Wardrobe from an alleyway on the campus! We enjoyed our time in Oxford 
and would love to go back!”

- Kasey Salmons, Eve Smith



“Today we concluded our ISCA journey in fittingly spectacular fashion, with a visit to the 
Queen’s most famous residence: Windsor Castle. We followed in the footsteps of Royalty as 
we marvelled at the beauty of St George’s Chapel, viewed her majesty’s gardens, and wit-
nessed the changing of the guard – complete with the Scottish detachment of the marching 
band! But that is not all! After allowing the students to have one final shop for souvenirs and 
to continue their excellent work in keeping the British economy booming, we boarded our 
vessel for our boat trip down the Thames to Runnymede.

Runnymede – an iconic place in global history. It was here, in 1215 King John signed the 
Magna Carta. This laid down a set of laws that even the King had to answer to and thus giv-
ing the citizens of England new rights. Although the weather was ‘English’ the setting for our 
final day was superb – one last hurrah for the British history that we have all experienced 
over the last three weeks!

With the students all set for their return journeys tomorrow, our wonderful three weeks were 
reviewed in a final presentation, complete with an excellent presentation from the students 
of St George’s Quilmes and the Peruvian dancers, celebrating Peruvian Independence day. 
Even the ISCA staff were encouraged to try (and mostly fail) to participate! We then had an 
excellent final review video and staff gave their prizes and we all had our emotional final 
farewells. Sadly, all great adventures must come to an end, but the memories and friend-
ships created from ISCA 2017 shall live on!”

- Luke Liddle

Windsor Castle and 
Runnymede
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